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The DOL Fiduciary Rule is good for investment clients, Main Street, whether they are 
employees with a retirement plan or not.  
 
The DOL Fiduciary Rule is missing one thing that basically the all of Wall Street 'protections' 
are missing- the requirement of turning crimes and suspicions of crimes over to law enforcement. 
 
Fiduciary, Definition- of the term Fiduciary Conflict of Interest Rule- Retirement Advice: Best 
Interest Contract Exemption....Class Exemption for Principal Transactions In Certain Assets 
Between Investment Advice Fiduciaries and Employee Benefit Plans and.... 
 
If someone stole your cockatoo, your car or your whatever, you call cops. Without cops being 
called, without crimes being required to be turned over to cops, the 'all' of this Fiduciary 
conversation is a waste of time for legislators, leaving investment clients- employee retiree 
investors or otherwise. 
 
If you as DOL employees or legislators stole a clients identity or money you go to jail. Why are 
you not demanding the same of Wall Street's.  
 
My question is why DOL and Congress want laws that puts themselves in jail but not criminals 
who steal from retired, elderly and disabled. Let's be real. 
 
Sincerely 
Carrie Devorah 
Public Investor 12-03894 
 
Founder  
The Center For Copyright Integrity 
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